Commodity trading transactions with producing country governments: corporate transparency still rare

The transaction point in extractive value chains where corruption risks are often highest is when trading companies deal directly with governments. Yet these interactions are still largely opaque. Recent research by RMF shows that very few of the companies making these trades disclose data about the payments they make. And disclosure is even more rare on data related to other direct transactions between trading companies and governments, in the form of resource-backed loans or swap agreements. Normalisation of the public disclosure of commodity trading transactions is critically important to support financial integrity and good governance of extractive resources.

The issues

Companies buying extractive commodities (metals, minerals, oil and gas) from governments or state-owned enterprises play a major role in maintaining financial flows for resource-rich producing countries. Sales of metals, minerals, oil and gas are a major source of revenue for many national economies, accounting for more than 50% of export earnings in a wide range of commodity-dependent countries.¹ Such trades are of strong public interest not only because of their contribution to government coffers but also because of the risks involved – bribery, corruption, fraud and related issues.²

Yet recent research by RMF shows that very few of the companies making these trades publicly disclose data on these payments to governments, national oil companies (NOCs) or other state-owned enterprises (SOEs). And the RMF study found even weaker public disclosure related to resource-backed loan or swap agreements between the trading companies and governments or SOEs.

The opacity, and the importance of transparency, around these types of payment and debt financing has been repeatedly highlighted by OECD, UNCTAD, IMF, EITI, NRGI, and others.³ In the case of EITI, the principles of governance transparency have been clearly articulated and codified in the EITI standard over the last few years.
The assessment

RMF recently published the first independent assessment of companies trading in extractive commodities on issues of ESG due diligence and transparency. The 25 companies assessed in the study include not only traditional trading companies but also integrated companies and international oil companies, all of which trade significant volumes of third-party products as well as marketing their own production. The study covers publicly-listed and privately-held companies as well as state-owned enterprises (SOEs), headquartered in a range of home countries (see Figure 1).

The study levels the playing field between these diverse companies by assessing them all against a common benchmark – a benchmark built upon international standards and norms yet set at a relatively low level for this pilot edition. A key aim of the study is to encourage stronger implementation of existing guidance, and on the issue of payments transparency the study was designed to align with EITI’s recent reporting guidelines for companies buying commodities from governments.

Figure 1 Geographic and company scope of the study

Companies (Headquarters)
BP (UK)
Chevron (US)
China Minmetals (China)
CITIC (Hong Kong)
ConocoPhillips (US)
Eni Trading & Shipping (Italy)
ExxonMobil (US)
Gerald Group (UK)
Glencore (Switzerland)
Gunvor (Switzerland)
LITASCO (Switzerland)
Mercuria (Switzerland)
Mitsubishi Corporation (Japan)
Mitsui (Japan)
MTR Trading (Switzerland)
Noble (Hong Kong)
Plibrico (US)
RGL Group (China)
Shell Trading (UK)
Tewoo Group (China)
Total Total Oil Trading (Switzerland)
Trofigura (Singapore)
Uniper (China)
Vitol (Switzerland)
Wegener (UK)
Very few companies disclose first trade payments

Encouragingly, some of the disclosing companies refer to the EITI reporting guidelines that were published last year with the aim to ensure the consistent disclosure of payments data for both EITI and non-EITI countries.\textsuperscript{5}

All companies, whether operating in EITI or non-EITI countries, can use these guidelines to start reporting on this issue. All countries, whether producing countries or home countries of the companies involved, can enable good governance of the sector by enacting legislation to support such disclosures and expand the effective implementation of these principles to encompass the 90\% of global oil trading that takes place outside EITI countries.\textsuperscript{6}

However, despite the importance of ‘first trade’ transactions – when governments (or state-owned enterprises) sell their extractive resources to trading companies – the vast majority of companies in the study do not disclose what they pay for these purchases.

Figure 2: Public disclosure of ‘first trade’ payments in EITI countries

(Results from the RMF study - C.02.1)

- Disclosure of all monetary payments to governments and SOEs of any EITI countries, disaggregated by seller, contract or sale
- Disclosure of the product type and volumes received from governments and SOEs against these payments, disaggregated by seller, contract or sale
- Disclosure, for each sale, of information on the nature of the contract (i.e. spot or term)
Indeed when the study was published in March this year, only three of the 25 companies (Trafigura, Glencore and Gunvor) had disclosed any data on these payments. A fourth company (Tota Total Oil Trading) released data a few weeks later. The EITI Standard requires EITI-implementing countries to make this publication mandatory, specifying that the data should be disaggregated by seller, contract or sale.

Moreover, public information was only found for these same four companies, whether in EITI or non-EITI countries. (see Figures 2 and 3).

---

Resource-backed loans and swap agreements: disclosures even rarer

Resource-backed loan and swap agreements with trading companies are becoming increasingly used by producing countries to obtain financing in situations where more risk-averse lending institutions may be unwilling to provide it.
However, such arrangements have come under scrutiny due to the risks they can entail for the countries concerned, including over-indebtedness, commercial conflict of interest, and economic and political destabilization.

The study found that only two of the 25 companies (Trafigura and Glencore) publicly disclose information on these transactions. And these rare disclosures relate only to arrangements with EITI countries. No company discloses any information on swap or resource-backed loan agreements with non-EITI countries.

Voluntary expectations show little impact on disclosure levels

The contribution of all stakeholders to the EITI in codifying good practice through the EITI Standard is invaluable in the context of the integrity of the international financial system and the economies and wellbeing of peoples of producing countries. However, the unequal application of requirements and expectations between implementing countries and supporting companies limits its overall impact.

On the one hand, the EITI Standard sets clear requirements on EITI implementing countries and SOEs to disclose the payments and financing they receive from trading companies. On the other hand, the EITI Standard simply encourages all companies buying oil, gas and/or minerals from EITI implementing countries to disclose details of these trades and agreements.

Companies can also become official ‘supporters’ of the EITI, on an individual basis. For those companies that have signed up as EITI supporting companies, the EITI Standard includes only non-binding ‘expectations’, including an expectation that they disclose the payments they make to governments both in EITI countries and globally.

The study results show that this non-binding expectation has had limited impact to date. While the four companies disclosing payments data are all EITI supporting companies, the other six EITI supporting companies included in the study have made no such disclosures. And while the EITI Standard and reporting guidelines cover disclosure of resource-backed loan and swap agreements, only two of the ten EITI supporting companies in the study disclose data on these transactions.

Where transparency expectations on companies remain non-binding and compliance remains unmonitored (whether within EITI, industry associations, trade associations or multilateral institutions), there is a real risk that some companies will use these affiliations merely for reputational benefit and to publicly claim their support for transparency without taking action themselves.
Normalising transparency of commodity transactions

The political context of efforts to increase transparency in the extractive industries is critically important.\textsuperscript{10} Other research by RMF has repeatedly shown that where countries enact binding requirements through legislation or regulation, companies respond better to the issues at hand. This is the case for example on disclosure of certain payments to governments by extractive companies, disclosures that have been made mandatory through legislation in several home countries (Canada, the UK and the EU among others). In the same way, the normalisation of good governance of extractive commodities can be enhanced by the enactment of national regulation and legislation by producing and home countries (whether or not they are subject to EITI implementation requirements). It is notable that Switzerland’s payments to governments law adopted in 2020 contains a clause which would allow the Federal Council to apply the transparency provisions to commodity trading transactions as part of an international process.

In the meantime, companies that enter into financial transactions with producing country governments or SOEs can show leadership by strengthening their public disclosure related to payments, or resource-backed loan or swap agreements as well as other issues covered by the EITI Standard (disclosure of taxes, beneficial ownership), regardless of the jurisdiction where they take place.

In the absence of mandatory disclosure requirements, contractual constraints to full transparency of transactions data may exist in some countries, companies can at the very least make formal commitments to engage with governments of these countries to encourage stronger disclosure of this public interest information.
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